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Keeping Business Simple
We are starting the New Year by sharing
good advice from a friend. Respected business owner
and community leader Kirk Clark agreed to list the
leadership principles that he has followed to achieve
success.
My management philosophy is, basically, “Keep It Simple.”
First, be approachable. Be willing to
listen with the intent to understand and not to
immediately respond. This applies whether I am
with associates (our internal customers) or with
our external customers, guests and community
groups. The way to do this is to leave your ego
at the door. Make sure you fully understand the
customer’s wants and needs. If you are unsure
what you heard or what exactly they want, say
so. Let the person confirm or correct what you
thought they said before proceeding further.
Second, be coachable. Business and life
are always changing. We are swamped with information. It is important to identify what has
changed, what is in the process of changing and
what we anticipate future change will look like.
It is important to be proactive, to share the responsibility of working as a team, to adapt and

to stay on objective. Coaching is a way
of life. So is being coached. Each manager is responsible for their own coachability and expects the same from subordinates. Expect coaching, deal with it
in a positive frame of mind and monitor the results.
Third, be accountable. Each
one of us, whether in management or
not, needs to know what is expected
from us on the job. Each person needs
to take responsibility for their individual results and collectively for the team’s
results.
As a manager and business
owner, I continually ask, “What can I
do to make your job easier and more
productive?” Two-way information
flow in an organization is essential to
success. Without it, success is less likely, in my view. Every associate and every
customer is a resource for the team.
		Spirit Engaged,
		Kirk Clark
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Pharr: The Produce Phenomenon
By Eileen Mattei
For 20 years, the Pharr-Reynosa International Bridge has been known as the longest bridge connecting two countries. It recently
gained the title of the international crossing
which forms the shortest route between Mexico’s west coast and the United States’ eastern
and midwestern markets, via the MazatlánMatamoros superhighway. Mexican produce
gets to its destination faster, which in turns
means lower transportation costs (fewer miles)
and higher quality fruits and vegetables (less
time in transit). Adding to the bridge’s attraction is its reputation for having the shortest wait
and processing times (as little as 30 minutes but
averaging two hours) for customs and agricultural inspections. On top of that, it has the lowest tolls.
The Pharr Bridge is now the fourth
largest port of entry on the Mexican border

with approximately 2,200 northbound commercial
trucks crossing daily. While produce crossings had
climbed about 10% annually, in 2015 the numbers
of trucks filled with fruit and vegetables using the
Pharr Bridge surged by almost 30%, according to an
industry expert. Of course, not all the half million trucks headed north over the Pharr Bridge carry
produce, but the ones that do make use of 29 cold
storage businesses clustered near the bridge and the
overweight corridor. That number is growing, and
existing facilities are expanding. Pharr already is the
national leader in assorted fresh fruit imports (melons, berries). This year some produce experts predict that Pharr will supplant Nogales, Ariz. as the
primary gateway for produce entering the United
States. Local businesses and the Valley’s economy
will certainly benefit.
Chilled

Inside one cold room at Smart Cold Stor-

Pharr International Bridge now handles 60% of the fresh fruit and vegetables imported to Texas. (Courtesy)

age in Pharr’s Keystone district, pallets of Mexican avocados stacked three high stretch to the
far wall: 66 pallets are held at a carefully monitored 38 degrees. The Pharr bridge cleared 618
million avocados in 2014, and the number
will be considerably higher this year, thanks in
small part to Smart Cold’s presence. The owners of the 15,000-square-foot warehouse, which
opened in December 2014, plan to double this
space in 2016 to handle 90-95 truckloads at a
time. The facility provides services to Triple H,
its parent company, and other distributors and
growers of Mexican peppers, tomatoes, mangos
and cucumbers.
Smart Cold’s Enrique Bracamontes, an
industrial engineer and Monterrey Tech graduate, said Triple H chose to build its largest facility in Pharr, rather than at its Nogales and San
Diego locations, because of their large, established client base in the central and eastern U.S.
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“Nogales is very crowded. With the superhighway from Mazatlán, you save money and time.
That’s a good opportunity for growers and shippers. In two days, you can have product in the
U.S.” Previously it took at least three days. An
avocado distributor in California is among the
customers who now use Pharr as the U.S. gateway for produce.
“Many growers and shippers want
to use our facility. We are always ahead of
the food safety rules of the United States. We
know a little contamination can ruin your business,” Bracamontes said. The company, which
has Primus Lab GFS certification, is vigilant in
handling product. Barcoded labels provide full
“traceability” from the field to the packer to the
shipper.
Taking care of the product also involves taking care of the truck drivers. “We load
and unload very fast. That’s the key to this business,” Bracamontes said. “If the driver is happy,
the client is happy.” Smart Cold has driver
waiting and lounge areas, coupled with realtime screens so drivers can watch their trucks
being loaded and unloaded.
One customer is awaiting Smart Cold’s
expansion and could possibly take up all that
storage, Bracamontes said.
The opening of the superhighway
from Mazatlán to Matamoros is certainly the
major factor for the surge in produce cargo at
Pharr, said Bret Erikson, CEO of the Texas International Produce Association in Mission.
Other factors are water shortages in California,
Arizona and Texas along with the shortage of
ag labor. So, production has been shifting out
of the U.S. “But a growing population means

rising demand for Photographs of Mexican produce handled by Smart Cold Storage in Pharr bracket
fresh produce,” he office manager Enrique Bracamontes. (VBR)
added. Meeting that
demand has significantly boosted fruit
and vegetables imports through Pharr.
Infrastructure
The Pharr
International Bridge
was the first Texas
Port of Entry to provide refrigerated areas
for produce cargo
inspections. “Cold
inspection
means
it doesn’t break the
cold chain, enabling
longer shelf life,” said
Luis Bazan, bridge
director. He oversees
a full-service commercial bridge, where
commercial trucks
constitute the bulk
of its traffic. Catering to the fresh produce industry, the bridge has six
truck entry lanes and elevated super booths on level
with the driver. Six cold storage docks can handle
intensive inspections of 60-80 trucks at once. Nonintrusive imaging equipment, such as GAMA rays,
canines and the FAST program, which expedites
document and cargo inspection, help speed the process.
About 60% of all produce coming into Texas crosses at the Pharr Bridge. “We like to consider

Produce passing through Smart Cold Storage has full traceability. The bar code denotes grower,
field, packer, shipper and dates. (VBR)

ourselves one of most efficient and secure bridges,” Bazan said, acknowledging the importance
of coordination with Mexican counterparts, like
those with certified overweight scales.
Bazan said 2016 bridge traffic could
increase up to 8%. To stay efficient, the bridge
has plans for growth. Projects in the pipeline,
thanks to the public-private 559 partnership,
include two new super-booth exit lanes, two
commercial entry lanes and booths, remodeling

In 2014, 618 million avocados entered the U.S. via the Pharr
Bridge. (VBR)
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of the ag facility, and upgrades on the Mexican
side of the bridge. In 2014, the partnership donated $88,000 in overtime hours for Customs
and Border Protection staffing. In addition,
the South Texas Asset Consortium, established
by the regions’ international bridge owners/operator, secured a $650,500 grant for 2016 to
fund additional hours for agricultural inspectors at 11 ports of entry, including Pharr.
Using the superhighway and the Pharr
Bridge saves truckers approximately eight
hours, said Fernando Pacheco of Alliance Real
Estate Group. “For produce, eight hours is a
big difference.” Pacheco represents the City
of Pharr in selling the 31 lots in the 100-acre
Pharr Produce District. Concrete roads and
utility infrastructure make the site shovel ready.
Four tracts have been sold with construction
beginning in February.
“They (tomato growers and importers) intend to build 50,000-60,000-square-foot
cold storage facilities,” Pacheco said, and invest
a minimum $6 million. He predicted that the
growers currently crossing through Nogales will
eventually send 70% of their exports through
Pharr, leaving 30% in Nogales.
The Pharr EDC wanted to anchor
more produce companies next to the bridge
and developed the Pharr Produce District on
the overweight corridor to maximize opportunities for the city. Sergio Contreras, EDC executive director, said the EDC helps expedite the
permitting and construction of facilities, making it easier to attract local, out-of-state and
Mexican investors, who create jobs not only in
the produce business.
“We have a wealth of experience in
cold storage with current investors, whose facilities range from 2,000-50,000 square feet.
Cold storage owners are competitive, but part
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Open only one year, Smart Cold will double its square footage in 2016 to meet customer demand. (VBR)

of the business model is to share their information.
It’s an industry that cooperates.”
The winter months mark the peak season
for produce imports from Mexico. Pharr International Bridge will be the gateway for much of nature’s bounty we welcome at our tables.
For more information, see Smartcold.us, pharrbridge.
com, alliancerealestategroup.com, pharrbridge.com
texipa.org and pharredc.org.

Serving you for 20 years!
New Name,
Same Great Service!
• Expert Custom Packaging
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1327 E. Washington Ave
Harlingen, TX 78550
(956) 440-7760
(956) 440-7704 fax
mail@rgvprintpackship.com
www.harlingenprintpackship.com

Construction of four cold storage facilities will begin in 2016 in the new Pharr Produce District. (VBR)
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An Instant Hit, After Six Years
By Eileen Mattei
In mid-January, Lamar Jones might be
hailed as an overnight success when his Jank
Gourmet BBQ sauces debut in 169 H-E-Bs.
But Jones, a musician and special ed teacher’s
aide in Weslaco, began development of his barbeque sauce in 2009. He and a friend coined
the word “Jank” to describe a taste beyond awesome.
“I can’t believe it’s been about a year
since I got the Innovation Grant from the
McAllen Chamber of Commerce,” Jones said.
That $10,000 grant was used to trademark The
Jank, to get FDA approval of the sauces’ contents, pay for Go Texan membership, obtain
product liability insurance, and finalize packaging and label design. The bottle included a glass
loop on the neck, similar to old-fashioned syrup
bottles.
In spring 2015, Jones entered The
Jank in H-E-B’s Primo Pick contest, which
brings new Texas-made products to supermarket shelves. Jones became the Valley’s entrant,
one of 25 statewide winners invited to showcase their product in front of a panel of judges
in Houston. Jones credited the packaging with

first getting the attention of H-E-B.
Jones’s sauce didn’t win first prize or even
place, but The Jank barbecue sauce was a big hit with
the judges and other contestants. The Jank was also
a hit with an H-E-B’s product development manager, Mark Bradshaw, who handled sauces and called
Jones a week later. “He said, ‘I hope you guys are
ready to work. Let’s get the process rolling,’” Jones
recalled.
So in August Jones began tweaking the labeling, the shrink wrap top and myriad other details
for the original and spicy versions of the sauce. That
included the GO Texan logo, no MSG and glutenfree labels, and keeping the Jankometer, which indicates the level left in the bottle. “We wanted to make
the packaging fun. The brand in general is family
oriented,” Jones said. “There are reasons behind every little thing on the package, including the space
that says ‘Your Name Here.’” People had told him
their Jank bottles disappeared at parties.
H-E-B introduced Jones to a co-packer in
Buda, which has been beneficial and has enabled
Jones to open a line of credit for the production
runs. “I worked with the R&D department at Jardine Foods to make sure I was happy with the flavor
and the viscosity. I couldn’t compromise on that,” he

said. H-E-B said the Jank rollout would take
place on Jan. 22 and start with 600 cases holding
six bottles.
In mid-December, Jones got the official purchase order, which instead specified 504
cases each of the original and the spicy Jank. “I
don’t know what they base their projections on,”
Jones said. “I know I’m not driving this. I don’t
have control over what’s happening.”
Not that he’s complaining. “I’m blessed,
humbled and excited at the same time. I also
know there is still a lot of work to be done. The
end goal is to create an empire and provide opportunities. I pray I’m able to deal with it and
people benefit.”
Meanwhile Jones continues to work
with special ed classes at Weslaco East High
School. “It’s the most rewarding job I’ve ever
done, by far.” He’s halfway to an education degree with a special ed concentration. “It’s necessary for what I want to get done,” and that
is helping children. His long-running mentoring program includes a talent show, the FRESH
year-end celebration, open to kids around the
Valley. “Kids get a chance to get positive feedback on what they do. It’s a confidence builder

Lamar Jones sells his Jank BBQ sauce dressed as Sir
Jankster. (Courtesy)
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for kids. Once you take pride in the Lamar Jones’s Jank BBQ sauces will debut in 170 H-E-B stores in January. (Courtesy)
things you do, the sky’s the limit.
“I never wanted anything
handed to me, but I know how far an
opportunity can get you when someone
opens the odor,” Jones said.
Jones recognizes no limits
himself. He plans to be doing product
demos at a McAllen H-E-B launch on
Jan. 22, since the McAllen innovation
grant was critical to achieving greater
success. He dresses as Sir Jankster, in a
white top hat and white formal jacket,
to push the brand and the product. He
will be doing demos several weekends a
month around the state as time permits.
Jones will continue to sell Jank sauces at
Earthborn Market, small specialty groceries and Valley farmers markets.
The next product will be a Jank
kettle-cooked potato chip, and Jones
has many more product ideas and recipes in mind. “I’ve had it on desserts,
salads, bread pudding, casserole and
pancakes.”
Jones recently launched a GoFundMe campaign to fund additional
things are going on. I have to pace myself and make For more information, see bbqjank.com or Facemarketing and commercials. A restaubook.
rant chain has come calling, too. “So many sure I’m making the right move.”
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Primed for Growth
By Eileen Mattei
Jacinto Tamez chose an unusual career trajectory: from banker to owner of Prime
Construction, which specializes in masonry,
stone and stucco projects. In December, Prime
Construction was awarded 8(a) certification by
the SBA, which places the company in a pool
of small businesses qualified to bid on federal
contracts under a set-aside program.
“It helps you compete with bigger
companies. It opens doors to different federal
programs and bid lists, and it’s an opportunity
to get more operational capital,” Tamez said.
“Companies from out of town are doing jobs
in the Valley set aside for 8(a) businesses. They
want to hire a local contractor, but until now
there was no one with the certificate.” Now
general contractors will be able to use a local
contractor which puts money into the Valley
economy. At the moment, Prime Construction
is the only 8(a) company in the construction
industry in a 200-mile radius, according to Tamez.
Back when Tamez was a credit analyst
for area banks, he had a customer who encouraged him to build spec homes, so he did and

enjoyed it. Then he worked Jacinto Tamez checks details on a masonry project Prime Construction is
briefly for an Edinburg ma- working on. (VBR)
sonry contractor, where he
asked to go out in the field.
He fell in love with the
work, saw the opportunities and in 1997 launched
Prime. Good friends in
construction and banking
assisted and advised him
on things like financing
accounts receivable. Contractors such as D.Wilson,
Mike Jones and Verturo
Construction were supportive.
“I know what we
are good at: we specialize and do several things
very well. That’s brought
us success. We are not trying to do everything,” Tamez said. He recalled bank
clients who overspent and
that helped him maintain
perspective. “My banking

AT H A R LIN GE N

Vantage Quality.
Your Lifestyle.
Luxury 1, 2 & 3
bedroom apartments
Amenities:
• Internet Cafe featuring
Starbucks coffee served daily
• Executive business center
with PC/Mac Computers,
• 24-hr state of the art
fitness center
• Covered parking
• Controlled access
• WiFi available
902 Palm Court Dr.,
Harlingen, TX 78552
(956) 423-3300

www.VantageAtHarlingenApts.com

experience helped me look at the bottom line
and keep expenses where they need to be.”
As a number-cruncher, he uses the latest technology to do project estimating. “That’s
the place you make your money or not. We try
to stay on top of a job and provide the best service.”
Candy Marroquin, Prime’s office manager, was initially hired because of her experience navigating the certification process. “The
8(a) paperwork is a monster. We sent between
three and four reams of paper,” she said. She
submitted the 8(a) application a year ago, after
months of work, and continued to supply clarification to SBA prior to the announcement in
December. Prime also is HUB, DBE and MBE
certified. “The more certifications we have, the
more programs we qualify for, state or federal.”
Currently Prime has seven active projects ranging from a new Security First Credit
Union in McAllen and work on St. Pius Church
to a 200-unit apartment complex. Past work has
included medical offices, schools, banks, retail
and a courthouse remodel. But Tamez expects to
begin growing in 2016.
“Having 8(a) certification helps companies jump from being not very competitive to
being able to procure business with agencies that
before you couldn’t get your foot in their door.
We’re going to use every resource available to us
from the SBA to tap this market,” Tamez said.
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SBA assists new 8(a) businesses to develop a revised business plan and a strategy for securing
contracts. Basically SBA guides the firms onto
paths to take advantage of the certification.
“They give you tools that allow you to
grow and be more competitive, and you have to
utilize the tools. Now we can get in the door,”
Tamez said. “It’s still up to us to go out there
and chase this work down.”
Overall, SBA’s 8(a) certification enables
company to grow bigger and better … and help
other, smaller companies to grow with them.
Tamez said he is willing to take risks.
Most of the time, the rewards have been greater
than the risks. “There have been times when
you get to the edge, but right round the corner
something drops out of sky.” His family and his
parents, in particular, have helped keep him on
goal when times were darkest.
Tamez strives to make Prime more
profitable while trying to be as fair as possible
to his “family of workers.’ “We can have all the
certifications, but without a good workforce we
are not going to do anything. You look out for
your people and your company both. I look for
quality and want my jobs to be done the right
way.”
Down the road, as Prime grows, Tamez
foresees hiring an estimator or a crew. He could
even partner with a roofer or an alarm company,

Stone masons working on Prime Construction’s Security First Credit Union project confirm the stones are being laid level. (VBR)

for example. Nine years from now, he expects Prime
Construction will be a bigger, better company. And
he doesn’t regret leaving banking.
“I like seeing buildings we have finished.
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Welcome to Casa Santa Ana
By Nydia O. Tapia - Gonzales
When Judy and John McClung set out
in search of an undeveloped piece of property,
they had no clue about the difficulty of their
task. But after reading multiple books on how
to be an innkeeper, Judy was ready to take on
the project of building a bed and breakfast for
birders. John foresaw the opportunity of a new
life after retirement: catering to birdwatchers
seeking an authentic experience in the semitropical terrain of the Rio Grande Valley.
Judy, a registered nurse, and John lived
in California before moving to Maryland where
John lobbied for the food and vegetable industry in Washington, D.C. John considered Texas
the heart of the produce industry. To his surprise, fate bestowed the opportunity to come to
the Valley as the president of the Texas International Produce Association. He served for 15
years until his retirement two years ago.
The couple’s search for the perfect real
estate began in 1999. They envisioned a thickbrushed, sub-tropical paradise, but soon found
out those tracts were impossible to find. “For
the most part, undeveloped land is occupied by
local, state or federal government nature parks,”

Judy and John McClung designed their Casa Santa Ana B&B to cater to birders. (VBR)

said John. The couple opted for approximately seven
acres of open field adjacent to the Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuge in Alamo. As a result, on top of
designing and building an inn, they faced the monumental task of landscaping an empty field. But
nothing deterred them from fulfilling their dream
of the B&B which they opened in 2002 and named
Casa Santa Ana.

With the help of Santa Ana NWR’s
botanist and Master Gardener friends, the McClungs soon conquered the barren field. The
days waiting for trees and shrubs to grow around
the B&B are long gone. Today, Casa Santa Ana
boasts a lush subtropical landscape that includes
a pond a few steps from the main patio area and
a walking trail. John delights in filling bird feed-

Colors of the green jay brighten this Santa Ana B&B guest room. (VBR)
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ers that attract Valley specialties and migrating
birds for guests to enjoy. “Most of our guests are
birders and wildlife photographers, but things
have slowly progressed into butterfly, dragonfly
and even moth people,” said John.
“For years, we birdwatched all over the
world and stayed at many bed & breakfast facilities. We know what birders and nature enthusiasts look for. We seek to provide a ‘home stay’
feeling for them,” Judy said. The couple runs all
aspects of the business themselves with the help
of one cleaning assistant. Judy prepares breakfast for guests, and John is available as a guide.
At the end of the day, the interaction with the
wildlife community and meeting interesting
people are what Judy and John enjoy the most.

“We know what birders and
nature enthusiasts look for.
We seek to provide a ‘home
stay’ feeling for them.”
--Judy McClung
Casa Santa Ana is a small and cozy
five-bedroom inn surrounded by the silence
birds and birders desire. There are no TVs in the
rooms, but fast and effective Internet is available. A priority is to keep the refrigerator and
pantry fully stocked. The lounge area is a comfortable place to dine, fix meals, watch television and compare notes with other birders. A
full kitchen, a washer and dryer and an outdoor
grill are available for guests.
After 13 years in the business, Judy is
not sure what the future holds other than continue to provide the services that have made
Casa Santa Ana a top choice among the birding
world. “It has been a good business. We don’t
get rich, but do come out ahead, and there’s a
tax benefit. If we really wanted to be more profitable, we would have to add more rooms,” John
said. “We enjoy it, but it would bore me to tears
if this was a general purpose bed and breakfast.”
Judy recommended others find a niche
market that they enjoy -- like ecotourism in
their case – and cater to it. It is the key to success in her opinion.
While Judy read many books about becoming an innkeeper, she said nothing is like
the actual experience. Read ahead and be prepared to give up travel and family for at least five
months out of the year. For the most part, John
said, if it is ski season in Colorado, it is birding
season in the Rio Grande Valley.
For more information, see CasaSantaAna.com

Casa Santa Ana’s small pond attracts birds and birders. (VBR)
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Parker & Co. – Always En Route
By Eileen Mattei
Frank Parker Jr. grew up around ships
at the Port of Brownsville where his father was
a steamship agent. With a business degree
from UT, Parker worked at better paying jobs
than the port offered, yet he missed the business and obtained a customs broker license. In
1985 Parker bought an old beer warehouse near
the port and opened Parker & Company as a
customs broker and freight forwarder. “We were
pioneers to move out to this side town by the
port,” Parker said, recalling when the area was
primarily bare land. Within a few years, other
brokers moved out there from the international
bridges.
In those days, massive “harmonized”
volumes of product classifications obscured
the desks at customs brokers, documents were
hand-delivered when not faxed, and checks were
picked up in person. When U.S. Customs instituted computer filing of customs documents
in 1986, Parker & Co. was the second customs
brokerage on the entire border to adopt.
Parker opened a Hidalgo warehouse in
1992 and then shifted to property by the Pharr
Bridge to handle the major maquiladoras. In
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central Mexico exporters, as does an office in
Monterey. Today the company has 262,000
square feet of warehouse serving multinational
corporations and shipping consignments.
Thirty years after opening, the ISO9001 certified company continues to focus on
operating efficiently with four licensed customs
brokers leading an experienced staff. “Our industry is going to change no matter where you
are doing customers’ documentation.” Parker’s
logisitics software is integrated with U.S. Customs and Mexican Customs systems. In fact,
Parker’s high-volume clients can have their documentation for a shipment processed electronically in as little as three minutes.
Beginning in 2003, Parker observed
customers moving their labor-intensive warehousing operations to Mexico. Since then Parker
has cut its workforce in half, from 120 to 60 employees. Nevertheless, various customers store
their finished goods at Parker warehouses, using
the company as a fulfillment and distribution
operation. “We’re like their traffic department,”
he said, moving merchandise to customers’ customers or to a dedicated distribution center.
Some maquilas keep raw materials at
Parker warehouses and rely on the business for
JIT replenishments of components. “We do
projects like that for plants and work with all
their vendors,” Parker explained. Warehouse
staff pull requested items once or twice day and
ship them out.
The brokerage has its own custom in-
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ventory program. “Inventory is money. A Parker & Co. forklift driver picks up a Canadian product headed for a Monterrey steel mill, while a truck loaded
When you see a customer is not moving with a retail rack system made in Mexico heads north. (VBR)
things as before, you start asking what’s
wrong,” Parker said. The in-house program
generates daily reports for customers on
components and finished goods going in
and out of the warehouse. If a component
or product stalls, Parker alerts the client
about potential obsolescence.
Crossing goods over the border
is the core of the business, but its services
include shipment consolidation and international freight forwarding expertise. For
example, Parker said they might arrange
to pick up goods in Guadalajara and have
them delivered to Chicago, handling all
the details from insurance on the Mexican
truck to the final destination. “We have
a system of agents in most industrialized
countries as well as third world nations.
Forwarding is just moving paper. You don’t
have to be there.” So Parker books container shipments globally.
One December afternoon, a brokered load of warehouse rack systems was
loaded on a truck, ready to leave the warehouse lot for a customer’s customer in the
north, while pallets filled with a steel component from Canada awaited transportation to a Monterrey steel plant.
The shipping consolidation and
forwarding are growth areas, Parker said. “This
is a people business. Without the dedicated
employees I have that give customers good service, I wouldn’t have much. You’ve got to be a
very good customs broker in order to get the
other business, like warehousing.”
A customs broker also needs a Mexican
partner whose company shares their standards
and goal. “I pick out the partner that provides
the best service to us at each office. They expedite our customers. We work like a team.”
Under the Parker & Co. umbrella are
two trucking departments, one of which owns
no trucks. The non-asset or property broker division books shipments to and from Mexico as
well as throughout the United States, according
David Guerra
Belinda Leal
Blanca Villalobos
Adrian Villarreal
to Parker. The asset trucking company primarPresident and CEO
Assistant Vice President
Assistant Vice President
Senior Executive Vice President
ily runs company trucks back and forth on a
daily basis to the Port of Houston for import
WE KNOW THE VALLEY
ocean containers and export ocean containers,
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which might include refrigerated orange juice
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concentrate destined for Europe or Japan.
with quick decisions and tailored loan packages.
Parker & Co., which has its own rail
siding, currently does minimal business with
Come discover how you can do more with a true community bank. Stop by IBC Bank and
the Port of Brownsville, although Parker pretalk with us. Or better yet, call us and we’ll come see you.
dicted that might soon change.
For more information, see parkerandcompany.
com.
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The Wallenda Factor
By Arnoldo Mata
During my leadership seminars, I pose
a thought challenge to the groups: “I have laid
down on the floor a 10-foot long board that is
two inches thick and about four inches wide.
Can you walk across it?” While some people
think about trying to see if there is some trick
in the question, the answer from everyone is always, “Yes.”
“Next, I’m going to raise it on some solid blocks about six inches off the ground. Can
you walk across it?” Again, some people look for
the trick, but the answer is “yes.” “Okay, now
I’m going to raise it two feet off the ground. Can
you walk across it?” Now, there is hesitation.
One or two may say they’re afraid of heights.
Most everyone says yes, although a few people
may say no.
“Now, I’m going to raise the board to
six feet.” This time, about half say they would
not cross the board. When I say I’m raising it to
ten feet, the group willing to cross gets smaller.
At 20 feet, only a few say yes. At 30 feet, I get
very, very few volunteers.
This is the pattern for most adult
groups. When I do youth groups or an adult
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group with people in their 20s and 30s, I get volunteers no matter how high I go. I don’t always have
the convenience of carrying around a 10-foot board,
so mostly it’s just a thought challenge. When it’s
an imaginary challenge, the number of people who
volunteer at the various heights is much higher than
when I have an actual board on the floor or on cinder blocks off the floor. Of course, I’ve never done
it physically beyond two feet high. Once the board
is raised off the floor, even a few inches, it starts to
wobble, and people feel the board bending a little as
they walk across. That’s why fewer people volunteer
in that case.
What’s the difference whether you walk the
board at two inches or 20 feet? I ask the group. Isn’t
it the same? The difference is the Wallenda Factor.
The Wallendas are a family of circus performers known for amazing feats on the tightrope
without a net. Karl Wallenda, the founder, was interviewed about what it took to become a tightrope
walker. He said they start out training on a rope on
the ground and eventually raise it as they get better.
As you go higher, Wallenda said, you have to work
a little harder, pay attention to more details.
According to Wallenda, the only real difference between walking the tightrope a foot off
the ground and 20 stories off the ground from one
building to another is the danger and risk to you
and those working with you. The skills and techniques are pretty much the same, regardless of the
height – with some added focus and greater attention. He said some people focus on the risk and
fear rather than on whether they can actually do it.
That’s what stops them: fear and risk.

I use this mental challenge when a
group or individual gets to the point where they
face a decision about taking on a major project,
going for a new position, taking the plunge and
going out on their own, starting a business or
any other challenges.
When we’re facing a tough decision,
the fear of risk often holds us back. If you have
successfully implemented a project, led a team,
managed a department or run a small business,
then you have the basic skills to move up to
another challenge. Yes, you may need to build
up your skills to take on a bigger challenge and
work at getting better.
Managing a larger team may mean paying more attention to details, more paperwork/
administration, dealing with more external elements, or having to deal with more personnel
issues.
But, you’re likely already dealing with
all of those elements, just in smaller doses. The
basic skills are there. You’ve managed to walk the
tight rope a few inches off the ground. Don’t let
fear and risk be what stops you or your team
from going higher.
Arnoldo Mata heads Leadership Resource Group,
specializing in leadership and management training, grant writing and strategic planning, with
more than 25 years experience of working with
non-profit organizations, community organizations, local governments and private businesses. He
can be contacted at arnoldo.mata@hotmail.com.
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Goodbuy for Co-op Selling
By Eileen Mattei
“People say there are
no new business opportunities.
That’s a lie,” said Robert Marraro of Goodbuy Purchasing
Cooperative. The co-op agency,
which was established in 1992,
offers a marketplace for school
districts, non-profits, universities and colleges to purchase an
exhaustive array of goods and services from vetted suppliers. And Marraro is recruiting vendors.
“We’re the matchmaker,” Marraro said.
Businesses that have encountered barriers trying
to sell to schools soon discover that being on
the Goodbuy approved vendor list opens doors.
“They don’t hang up on you once you mention
Goodbuy, and soon you’re talking to someone
who wants to talk to you.”
The school districts that are Goodbuy
members not only find it more cost effective
going through the co-op. “When it comes to
purchasing compliance, we take the monkey off
the back of our members,” he said, particularly
after several new federal rules became effective
in September 2015. The same Goodbuy oversight helps suppliers as well.
“If you are purchasing anything with
federal or state grant funds, you have new hoops
to jump through. The best way to comply is to
use a purchasing co-op to make sure that everything is done in the right way,” in regards
to rules and guidelines, Marraro said. Members are in effect protected when they do all
their ordering through Goodbuy’s competitive
bid procedures, which handles bid advertising,
selection and contract management. The co-op
functions as the administrative purchasing department of its members. “That’s a value-added
thing about a co-op. It’s not just bring parties
together to purchase at better prices than they
could get on their own.”
Marraro mentioned local businesses
that are Goodbuy vendors: Valley Key and
Lock, Mid-Valley Office Supplies, Cielo Office,
Core Business Solutions of Pharr, Bill Guthrie
Sports and Copy Plus.
Businesses apply online to become
Goodbuy vendors. After Goodbuy does due
diligence on the company, the vendor registers
and selects from 55 categories -- from printing
services and science equipment to athletic supplies and classroom furniture -- that are most
appropriate for their goods and services. Then
the vendor has online access to bid on active
and open contracts, paying $50 to Goodbuy
for each contract it bids on. The supplier also

get billed a 2% participation fee monthly based on
monthly sales to all Goodbuy members. One percent goes to Goodbuy to support marketplace operations while the balance is rebated to the schools on a
sliding scale.
Once vendors are in the system, they get
automated notification of openings for bids about
their selected commodities twice a year, in April and
October
“It confounds our vendors that we don’t
ask for a specific list,” like 50 basketball uniforms,
Marraro said. “We don’t do that. We keep the bid
as big and all-encompassing as possible because the
contract is going to be in effect for year. And every
single member is going to need different things.”
Instead Goodbuy posts the catalogs, profiles
and pricing list of the suppliers awarded contracts.
“Say I need awards. I can see all vendors awarded

contracts to sell that. I click
and bring up the profile, catalog, pricing list for each one.
It’s not a huge deal, just a couple of clicks. Then they can call
for a quote. Sometimes you can
get a better price when you talk
to the business.”
		
Marraro operates out
of Goodbuy in Corpus Christi,
in conjunction with Educational Service Center
Region 2. That Goodbuy co-op does not handle
food service, unlike the Valley’s Region 1 Goodbuy which handles only food service-related
contracts. The two offices refer members to each
other.
While school districts represent about
80% of co-op membership, Marraro said departments of county governments, such as Cameron County, and municipalities are also members. He predicted more agencies and nonprofits
will recognize the benefits of a purchasing co-op
membership and provide a greater market to
vendors who register with the co-op.
For more information, see purchase.esc2.net.
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And the Award Goes to...
Jesus and Lou Gracia applied their maquila experience to run Valley Trophy Service. (Courtesy)
By Eileen Mattei
Many Fridays nights, you will find Lou
Gracia in schools across the Valley, setting out
an array of trophies to be awarded at chess tournaments and other events scheduled the next
day. The owner of Valley Trophy Service said
that way, when the students arrive on Saturday,
they will see them and think, “Wow. I can win
one of those.”
“People tell me that they don’t know
about Valley Trophy Service, which tells me
I am not doing enough marketing,” said Lou
Gracia who runs VTS with her husband Jesus.
Although she’s filling orders for trophies and
awards for upper Valley school districts, organizations and businesses, “It feels like were are not
yet tapped out in the lower Valley.” Yet every
year sales have increased. “We must be doing
something right. I know we are more attentive
to detail than our competitors.”
Gracia explained that overcoming inertia is a major obstacle. “People in purchasing
get used to dealing with the same company year
after year, so they don’t bother to shop. Some
of them are paying 50% more than they have to
and not getting the quality.” When Gracia no-
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ticed blurred ink on an organization name tag,
she immediately offered to provide a sample.
When Gracia was 16, a Florida school
counselor told her she was never going to make
anything of herself. That year Gracia got a
GED and began working for Rol, an Orlando
company that became the third largest automotive gasket manufacturer in the nation. She
quickly worked her way up: production planner, purchasing manager, supervisor, and warehouse manager then plant manager. When Rol
opened plants in 1988 in Brownsville and then
in Matamoros, Gracia became plant manager,
the youngest maquila manager and the only female manager at that time.
Gracia realized more injuries occurred
in the morning so she had everyone doing 10
minutes of warm-up calisthenics in the maquila
parking lot before work. After 25 years with Rol,
at the point where she was managing 350 employees and keeping the plant going round the
clock, Gracia decided to leave. “We never saw
our girls. It got to be too much,” she said.
Gracia took a job in Brownsville with
ORC, a nonprofit that filled military clothing
contracts using a disabled workforce. Then she
revamped the Brownsville Boys & Girls Club before running a private afterschool child care center, Texas Adventure Camps, with her daughter
until 2010. In 2007, her husband, who worked
at Trico, had purchased a small trophy company
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when its owner retired, and he ran the Lou Gracia goes over an order with a customer at Valley Trophy. (Courtesy)
business from their garage, filling orders for existing customers.
In 2010, the Gracias focused
their expertise and energy on Valley
Trophy Service and moved it into a
building with a tiny showroom and
enough warehouse space to assemble
trophies. Small trophies can have 10
components while the largest ones may
have 30.
“We’ve invested more in machinery to help us do things better and
implemented more technology,” Gracia
explained. They now can engrave metal,
crystal, glass and leather. Gracia oversees sales, work orders and quality control. Her husband heads production,
supervising award assembly. Francesca
Rivas handles art and graphic design.
During the busy season, they hire up to
six assemblers with good hand-eye coordination and dexterity from Express
Employment. “That’s worked well for
us because our business is cyclical.”
Next summer, VTS will move
into its own building on 3.5 acres
zoned commercial that the Gracias own
off Central Blvd. in Brownsville. The
plans are for a larger showroom with an
assembly area of 1,500 square feet overall. “I don’t maintain a lot of inventory. The
goal is to get it in and get it out.” The Gracias plan to develop the rest of the property for
commercial leases over several years.
After all those years in manufacturing,
the Gracias are approaching expansion conservatively. “The difference is now it’s your own
money. You’re more cautious about the steps
you take for growth. You don’t want to mess up
existing customers,” she said.
Gracia enjoys maintaining connections to children through trophies. She’s fielded afternoon calls from teachers who need a
special trophy, perhaps with battery-powered
lights, for the next morning to honor a child
for perfect attendance or other milestone. “We
love to do trophies with flames images. We try
to match things to schools’ mascots.”
VTS creates presentation plaques, engraved names on gifts such as wine boxes, name
tags, custom awards for Border Patrol agents
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Military Principles in Business
By Ismael Delgado
In most business schools, Sun Tzu’s
book The Art of War is used to teach students
how to use military strategy to “survive” in a
competitive, business environment. Ultimately,
the end game of being in business, much like in
war, is to win.
For businesses, winning or success is
made possible by remaining profitable and viable; inversely, failing in business means defeat
or closing the doors of the business. With this
perspective in mind, business owners would be
well-served to revisit the following principles.
Act like water. In other words, adapt
your business strategy to astutely reflect changes
in the environment or market-place. Water consistently yields to the path of least resistance and
has no other form than what the environment
allows. The marketplace itself is dynamic and
brings to mind the cliché that the “only thing
constant is change.” Therein is the strategic wisdom about this principle and its significance in
victory.
Businesses cannot expect to use the
same strategy in an ever-changing environment
and expect the same results. This may well be

the definition of entrepreneurial insanity; however,
some owners frequently conduct business in this
manner and expect similar success in the long-term.
A rigid mindset or inflexible business practice is a
sure way to lose battles in the market-place. Invariably, there will be an entrepreneur with new ideas
or a cutting-edge approach that puts competitors at
risk.
Remember, without innovation, products
and services eventually become stagnant or obsolete.
Furthermore, competitors constantly aim to increase
efficiency in operations, thereby reducing costs and
prices and affecting competitors with outdated concepts or processes. Whatever the circumstance may
be, a business owner’s inability or disinterest to adapt
its business strategy to reflect the changing times will
ultimately impact its survivability.
Sharpen your best weapons. Namely, use
advanced tools to ensure greater effectiveness and efficiency in your business. The Pentagon, the “brains”
of the military, is always on a quest to have the best
hardware in order to ensure victory. This advantage
is intended to annihilate the enemy in the swiftest
manner possible, minimizing a protracted and costly
military-campaign. Similarly, established business

need to use the best “weapons” or technology
available to stay competitive and relevant, crusading against competitors to win market battles.
When competitors adopt new technologies that give them an edge in productivity or
utilize “disruptive” technologies, others in the
same industry may not last long in business. The
horse and buggy is no match for the automobile!
To summarize, businesses should strive
to be entrepreneurial and innovative to stay
competitive. Winning the war requires conquering outdated notions and practices to become the victor. This means recognizing that
change is constant and that success is brought
forth through relevant business strategies.
Ismael Delgado, an economist with over 17 years of
comprehensive business, economic and community
development experience, provides technical-business
support at the UTRGV Veterans Business Outreach
Center. VBOC offers business advisement and
training to existing and new veteran-owned businesses. For more information, call 665-8931.

Hand Up for Clarity
By Rosemary Couture
Has anyone commented that you wouldn’t
be able to talk if your hands were tied? Yet the gestures you use while talking can engage your audience more deeply.
“When really charismatic leaders use hand
gestures, the brain is super happy,” said commentator Vanessa Edwards. “That’s because it’s getting
two explanations in one, and the brain loves that.”
She compared the most and least popular TED
talks and discovered that the favorites had nearly
double the number of gestures.
In the best cases, your hands are reinforcing your voice, adding visual emphasis to the heard
word. While the message your hands are sending can captivate your listeners, some gestures are
known to distract or repel an audience. Here are
some ways to employ your personal sign language
to convey meaningful points.
First of all, show your hands. Even if you
are tethered to a podium, keep your hands up, either visible on the top of the lectern or in motion
beyond it -- not behind it.
Second, use your hands to describe what
you are talking about. With your hands, you can
show an uphill trajectory, the relative size of two
boxes; point number three, four and five; or, on one
hand, the pros and, on the other, the cons of an issue. Think what gestures would help illustrate your

words … and make those listening brains happy.
Third, the open palm is recognized
globally by audiences – and body language gurus
– as an indicator of trustworthiness: you have
nothing to hide.
Fourth, understand that your hands
don’t have to be in motion every minute. You
can hold them at your side briefly, particularly
when changing topics or intensity.
Certain gestures are no-no’s. Avoid at
all costs the clenched fist with thumb on top. It’s
so unnatural. And don’t point at the audience,
unless you are making a non-aggressive, nonscolding point.
You may need to hold a laser pointer,
but otherwise you should not hold a pen or papers in your hands. Those objects keep you from
using your hands effectively.
It’s time to be brave and borrow from
the best. Watch a few of your favorite TED
Talks (see ted.com) with the sound off or low,
concentrating on the hand movements. Then
practice until your own gestures feel natural.
Once you have mastered hand gestures,
you’re almost there. My next goal is to have
speakers learn that, when they turn away from
the microphone and talk while looking at the
PowerPoint screen behind them, nobody can
hear them. Why is that so hard to grasp?
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Social Media Timesavers
By Eileen Mattei
Why does your business need a social
media presence? Because most of your competitors are already reaching their customers -- and
yours -- through Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn
and Instagram, according to Rebecca Esparza,
SCORE business development director. Are
you willing to let those customers slip away?
Can you survive if you don’t include social networking in your marketing mix?
Esparza conceded that maintaining
social media networks consumes valuable time
when she talked about social media timesavers
at Harlingen and Edinburg SBA workshops.
She focused on tips and tricks using various
apps and ways of finding valid content for
your posts with a minimal investment of time.
Equally important is measuring the impact of
your posts, which can be done easily.
Before you jump in, look at the competition’s social media. Decide what you like
and do not like about their posts. Remind yourself or the person in charge of your social media
who your ideal customer is and how your business can help them. Then set up a Facebook
page for your business, because Facebook is the
primary global social network.
On a regular basis, you need to share
with customers what is exciting and helpful,
reply when they comment on your posts, and
determine what type of posts draw the most
responses in order to build on
them. “Feedback is important. It shows
where
your
business is doing well and
where it’s not.
Don’t give customers a reason
to put up nega-

tive comments,” she said, Rebecca Esparza suggested ways to stay visible on social media without wasting
but don’t delete negative time. (VBR)
comments. Instead address
those immediately. Do delete any that are hateful or
derogatory.
“People are on social networking for fun. You
want to create a need (for
your product or service) in a
stealthy way,” said Esparza.
So, what do you
post? Besides announcing
new arrivals and events at
your business, you can post
stories or links that your
customers will find interesting. Instead of Googling for
interesting content, Esparza
advised using a news aggregators like Feedly to organize in one place the news sites, blogs, RSS feeds and is 16-45 years old. Pinterest draws females 18YouTube channels that are pertinent to your business 55.
“Twitter is about conversations. It’s like
or industry. You can share from there, giving credit
to the source. Esparza added, “It’s a newbie move to an online cocktail party,” Esparza explained.
have a long URL.” The free app Bitly.com creates Twitter recommends 6-11 posts per day, depending on the number of followers and your
eight-character URLs for use when sharing links.
“Creating content at events is extremely im- type of business.
Esparza said Hootsuite is the most
portant. Put a post on your business Facebook page,
Tweet live or live Instagram,” Esparza said. Periscope popular free app to manage the scheduling of
is a popular phone app that lets you broadcast live social media posts. It provides analytics to show
globally. Remember to tweet who is engaging with your posts so you know if
out or share on Facebook you are reaching your target market. You can set
that you have a live Peri- up Google alerts to see how a message is spread
about an event or post. Customers get annoyed
scope feed.
		
“Teenagers fled if you post a series of single photos instead of
Facebook as soon as their many in one post.
Esparza recommended downloading
grandmothers started using
it. Where they are now is Feedly, a curation app, and Hootsuite, a social
Instagram, Twitter, Snap- media management system.
chat and Periscope,” Esparza said. Again, who are your For more information, call 427-8623.
customers? The Twitter user

Air Force veteran, certified holistic life coach, home stager/decorator, Etsy crafter and author
Angie-Marie Delasante is a poster girl for social media immersion. She uses social media links on
three Facebook pages and Twitter for her various businesses, along with four websites and a blog. “I
could not run the businesses without social media. In order to get yourself out there, you must have
social media.”
Delasante, 34, has had an Etsy presence since 2011 for her beaded jewelry and candles and
considers it a great outlet for handmade items. “Etsy provides tools and marketing resources to sell
your products,” she said. “If they see you are posting a lot of products, they will ask you to join an
Etsy team that’s like a support group,”
Her life coach clients receive her lifejourney4you.com newsletter which offers resources and
methods to help them achieve the changes they seek. Customers seeking home staging or redecorating find her services through amposhinteriors.com, which mentions her use of feng shui. On her
author page, she posts quotes and suggests writing resources. Delasante, who crafts memory boxes,
includes links to donate to the Alzheimer’s Association and Monarch gardens.

Angie-Marie Delasante uses Twitter and Facebook
to stay in touch with her clients. (VBR)
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Great Smoky Mountains Getaway
By Eileen Mattei
The Great Smoky Mountains deserve
their reputation for spectacular rolling mountains and diverse attractions that delight and
entertain visitors to northeast Tennessee for
days on end. The ideal base for exploring the
area is Gatlinburg, a small town surrounded on
three sides by the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Think of Gatlinburg as the park’s
front porch, a town so nestled in the trees and
with the Little Pigeon River running through
its midst that you feel like you are already in the
park.
Yet Gatlinburg thrives as an artisan
town, too, and its Appalachian crafts community weaves the bounty of the natural world
into the region’s distinctive cultural heritage.
For many reasons, TripAdvisor recently named
Gatlinburg the nation’s top-ranked “Destination on the Rise.”
At the National Park’s Sugarlands Visitors Center and headquarters, only a few miles
from Gatlinburg’s main street, you learn the
Smoky Mountains host a diversity of plant species unequaled in the temperate world: 130 tree
species with 25% of the trees 150-400 years old.

N e a r b y Cameras never capture the horizon-to-horizon beauty of Cade’s Cove in the Great Smoky MounM o u n t tains National Park. (VBR)
Le Conte
reaches
6 , 6 0 0
feet, and
various
peaks are
known
as grassy
balds.
No wonder the
park has
been designated
an International
Biosphere
Reserve
pus looks like a wooded retreat, but it hums with
and a World Heritage Site.
Sugarlands’ excellent interpretive displays energy during weeklong residential craft courses
help you identify dominant trees, flowers and the in enameling, woodturning, weaving, ceramics
black bear! Then you are prepared to step onto the and much more.
Talk about a sense of place: Tennessee’s
one-mile, self-guided Fighting Creek Trail. When
first
legal
moonshine maker, Ole Smoky Distillthe park was created in 1934, it took in many log
homes and churches. While nature has reclaimed ery, opened in Gatlinburg in 2011 in Moonshine
most of those, a few have been preserved, including Holler. Walk around huge vats of bubbling corn
one on this short up-and-downhill hike. The Appa- mash at eye level, inhaling the pungent aroma.
lachian Trail is among the park’s 550 miles of trails. Grey-bearded, overall-clad Bruce Whaling,
Ease back into civilization at the Arrowcraft who started in the moonshine business at age
Shop in Gatlinburg. Immediately uphill from there 13, fills visitors in on the art and science as well
is the Arrowmount School of Arts & Crafts, which as the heritage of homebrew. Corn was a crop
began life 101 years ago as a settlement school that that grew well, and moonshine was a value-addsinglehandedly revived mountain crafts. The cam- ed product that brought in more money. “We
never dreamed a lot
of people wanted
to drink it or know
what it is. Our fun
is educating people.
My
grandfather
gave it to me when
I was sick as a baby.
That’s the way it
was. It was your
medicine.”
White lightning, distilled six
times, is big on
burn, but flavorless. In the tasting room, you can
sample moonshine
in more than a
dozen flavors. Apple pie moonshine
is the best seller,
Samples of legal, flavored moonshine draw eager testers. (VBR)
and a sip tells you
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why. Blackberry is second, while pumpkin pie
moonshine is dessert in a glass. It’s all sold in
Mason jars, of course. For an unusual wake-up
call, take home some moonshine jelly.
Venture into the park early in the
morning for a drive around Cade’s Cove guaranteed to fill up your camera’s memory card. It’s
most enjoyable if you hop on a tour bus run by
the Great Smoky Mountains Heritage Center,
so you can pay attention to the scenery instead
of the road on the 11-mile loop which takes
between two and four hours. The driver knows
the story of Cades Cove’s people, gristmills, log
cabins and barns, and might even point out a
black bear scooting through the woods. The
primitive church with its hilltop cemetery surrounded by blooming redwood, dogwood and
daffodils in the spring is a favorite stop.
Back in Gatlinburg, an eight-mile loop
connects 100 studios, galleries and shops and
represents the largest group of independent artisans in the nation. Here you’ll find spinners,
weavers, woodcrafters, glass and leather artists,
candle makers and more.
You will need at least one more day
to explore the park further and see some of its
wonderful waterfalls. Return to Gatlinburg to
enjoy Ripley’s Aquarium of the Smokies where
sharks and rays cruise overhead as you walk

Country Home in Cosby carries locally made quilts and the fabric to make your own. (VBR)

down a long, see-through tunnel. Don’t miss the seahorses, jellies and the touch tanks. In addition, you
can ride the sky lift or zip lines, take ghost walks, go
whitewater rafting or splash in an indoor water park.
In Gatlinburg and the Great Smoky Moun-

tains, you and your family will create memories
to cherish.
For more information, see Gatlinburg.com, gatlinburgcrafts.com, or Arrowmount.org.

Crystal Santos Breland
Tucked away inside the national park, this small
church and its graveyard remind visitors of the region’s history and culture. (VBR)
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Independent Beauty Consultant
(956) 283-4243
www.MaryKay.com/CrystalBre
˜
Se Habla Espanol.
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Boot Camp Day 3
By Eileen Mattei
“Hiring mistakes are very costly. The
less you have to deal with problem hires, the
more time you can spend on the business,” said
Nancy Reed, president of Express Employment.
“I’ve made hiring mistakes because I was impatient or desperate.”
At the Women Entrepreneurs Boot
Camp, day 3, Reed immersed campers in the
tough decisions a business owner makes hiring,
firing and retaining employees. She drew on her
experience and the experience of dozens of her
clients.
“Ask yourself, ‘Why do you need
someone right now?’ What skills, what gap, do
you need to fill?” Reed began. She cautioned
against hiring an assistant, for example, unless
you know exactly what tasks they will do. “It’s
important to do things right on the front end.
Then you can spend your time developing people to be leaders.” For her, doing right means
taking correct, careful steps during your interviewing and onboarding time. “Nobody knows
what you want more than you do,” she said,
adding, “Don’t hire before you are financially
ready or you’ll stress out over the budget.”

Begin with an Nancy Reed, president of Express Employment, discusses human resource issues
accurate job description with Viviana Gomez at the Women Entrepreneurs Boot Camp. (VBR)
and post the job opening on your website
and industry websites.
Then develop an interview guide with sample
questions, so you don’t
have
conflicts with
EEOC guidelines, but
do cover essential functions of the job. Be prepared, when applicants
bring up family matters, to steer the interviews back to the job.
Reed pointed
out that that job applications can no longer
can ask about criminal
convictions.
Instead
you make a job offer
that is contingent on
giving stipends to staff to buy coverage in the
a background check.
Credit checks are allowable only when the position marketplace, but Reed said she doesn’t know
the best answer. Penalties jump substantially in
requires handling funds.
“Looking for a diamond takes patience,” 2016 for non-coverage.
Reed warned employers to never allow
Reed said. “It’s important to have three candidates.
hourly
employees
to work off the clock. Make it
Don’t hire the first one that looks good.” She recommended incorporating various assessment tests, standard practice to clock in and out and to sign
such as sales personality, behavioral and hard skills a report when they forget. Also have a paper
tests, to see if the applicant will be a good cultural trail tracking volunteers who sign up after-hours
fit. Keep in mind that you need a mix of data- events, so wage and hour audits don’t find discrepancies.
driven and people-persons.
Employees like to know you have the
“Even in Brownsville, companies are competing for good people,” Reed said. “But people future planned for them, Reed explained. Onwon’t leave you if you give them a great working going coaching along with one-on-one sessions
when assigning new responsibilities lets them
environment.
That begins with a positive onboarding ex- understand the path you see for them.
New overtime laws will have a major
perience. “You can lose new hires in the first 90
days if they don’t know what is expected of them.” impact locally and nationally. Employers Reed
She suggested reviewing the job description with has talked to are considering responses that inthe new hire and having them sign off on it. Make clude structuring their companies, hiring more
them feel like part of team by sharing your busi- hourly workers and even looking for customers
ness’s values and vision. “If you don’t do this, you who would fit a revised business model.
Small businesses that can’t budget for
will have churn,” and unwelcome drama.
Common sense is less common these days, a menu of benefits can offer year-end bonuses
Reed said. Never assume an employee knows what when the company prospers. “They deserve a
you expect from them. It’s your work place, so you part of pie,” Reed. Owners might announce if
decide on the rules: dress code, music, personal a certain sales goal is reached, employees will recalls, visitors, break and lunch times, texting, driv- ceive a bonus of certain percentage of their saling and workplace safety, personal blogs, expense ary.
Rewards help retention. “It’s a lot of
reimbursement, workplace violence, and drug and
work having happy employees,” said Reed, who
alcohol use.
Another major challenge for employers is has 600.
healthcare coverage. She said many of her clients
decided to not have more than 49 employees to For more information see expresspros.com/Brownsavoid the morass of ACA. Some businesses are ville.
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In the Spot light

The Harlingen Chamber of Commerce and the City of Harlingen celebrated a ribbon cutting for the new 25th St. Hike & Bike Trail. The 4-mile trail provides a
safe, scenic, off-street path that encourages cycling, walking or jogging as a means of alternative transportation for health and recreation.

NOT Your Average
Sandwich Shop!

Mercedes Mayor Henry Hinojosa commends the city manager, commissioners, the Economic Development
Corporation and the Chamber of Commerce at a groundbreaking event. The people of Mercedes and the
entire Rio Grande Valley area will be benefitting from a new long-term care community being built in 2016
by Touchstone Communities, a growing Texas-based provider of rehabilitation and nursing care. The 123
bed center, called Mid Valley Nursing & Rehabilitation, will offer nursing, rehabilitation, and respite care for
residents and patients throughout the Rio Grande Valley area.
For consideration in one of our featured sections, email your photos and captions to info@valleybusinessreport.com.
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